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FreeCAD Development 

➲ Open source CAD software 
➲ Efficient modularity, reactive forum, easy to dev. 
➲ Languages: C++ and Python  
➲ Librairies: OpenCascade, Coin3D, Qt, XercesC,… 
➲ Supported platforms: Windows, Linux, Mac OSX 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LHCb Vertex 
detector under 
FreeCAD (boxes 
and full tubes only) 



FreeCAD Development 



Code structure 

➲ I integrated the necessary Geant4 files into 
FreeCAD code keeping the same directory tree. 

➲ To make the development safer, I will re-
implement the interface with the GDML 
independent library. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Main class for GDML module 

     G4FreeCAD class role is to « interface » 
selected Geant4 source code to FreeCAD: 

 
➲ G4FreeCAD class instance reads (boxes and 

full tubes) recursively geometry parsed from 
G4GDMLParser and converts it into 
FreeCAD internal shape representation 
(Document/View architecture) 

 
➲ G4FreeCAD class instance writes boxes and 

full tubes to GDML. 
 



Current development status 

➲ To read boxes and full tubes solids from GDML 
files, 

➲ To read placement and rotation (transformation) 
➲ To create boxes and full tubes solids, 
➲ To modify placement and rotation, 
➲ To write GDML files with boxes and full tubes, 
➲ To export STEP… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
➲ Demonstration... 
 

What is working? 



Possible steps and scheduling 

➲ Verbosity implementation 
➲ Prevent unrecognized solids 
➲ Boolean solids implementation 
➲ Write a developer documentation. 
➲ STEP, STL or PLY to GDML conversion 

(tessellated solids only). 
➲ Hierarchy and material implementation 
➲ Full GEANT4 geometry implementation... 
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Need further 
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Sustainability 
 

Still missing a user friendly interface to import in 
Geant4 a CAD geometry file keeping alive the 
volume's hierarchy and the solids shapes. 
 

GDML support with FreeCAD is very promissing. 
 
➲ Proposal : to use FreeCAD 
➲ Evaluation of this solution by G4 collaboration 

expert's before going on 
➲ If positive 
=>Request to be a G4 related project  
=>Link from GEANT4 web site? 
=>Develop a GEANT4 driver? 


